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FOREWORD
We are really excited to announce Rio Grooves! - the most essential collection
of Brazilian rhythms ever made, performed by some of the finest musicians, and
recorded and mixed by Latin Grammy award-winning engineers. It features
unparalleled flexibility in multi-microphone balancing, seamless synchronization
with your DAW, and preset MIDI files - all presented in a straightforward
interface. Rio Grooves! offers composers and musicians around the world an
intuitive and versatile approach to Brazilian rhythms for the very first time.
Brazil’s musical diversity rivals the size of the country itself - the 5th largest
territory and 5th largest population in the world. Its rich musical heritage is a
consequence of the population’s deeply mixed origins. For over 500 years Brazil
has been a melting pot of cultures with a significant African, European and
Amerindian presence, while also embracing millions of Japanese and Middle
Eastern immigrants and their descendants. Many unique and original music
styles were developed under the influence of these myriad cultures in different
regions of the country. One of the largest cities in the country and a large
magnet for internal migrants from all over Brazil, Rio de Janeiro is a city
where all rhythms make their presence known, especially during Carnival,
when ensembles (“blocos”) of every kind parade the streets.
It took us 2 years to create this collection, carefully choosing the musicians, the
instruments, and experimenting with different recording techniques suitable for
each instrument and style. All sessions took place in Rio de Janeiro, followed by
extensive editing, programming, scripting, and testing.
Rio de Janeiro plays host to the 2016 Olympic Games, the biggest and most
celebrated symbol of unity for mankind. In the spirit of that unity, we would like to
thank Cinesamples for their support and partnership in the release of Rio
Grooves!
Thanks so much for giving us the privilege of adding our grooves to your music
and we sincerely look forward to hearing it! Enjoy Rio Grooves!

Warm Regards,
Roberto Schilling
CaRIOca Samples
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Technical Specifications
- Kontakt FULL 5.3.1 or higher.
- Kontakt FULL 5.3.1 supports: Stand-alone, VST®, Audio Units, RTAS®
(Pro Tools 9 & 10), AAX® (Pro Tools 11 and higher), ASIO, Core
Audio®, WASAPI.
- 32-bit and 64-bit support for stand-alone and plug-in versions on both
Mac & PC.
- Rio Grooves! is compatible with all major DAWs and with other
music notation software.
- PC: Windows 7®/8®/10® (32-bit/64-bit), Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon
64 X2, 1.2 GB RAM (to load all patches).
- Mac: OS X 10.7 (Lion) or higher; Intel Core 2 Duo; 1.2 GB RAM (to load
all patches).
- 3GB of free hard drive space required for installation.
- 7200rpm drive recommended (SSD not required).

THE CONCEPT
At the outset, we realized that merely sampling the instruments would not
be enough to faithfully reproduce the musical rhythms from Brazil, as the
grooves themselves are an integral part of every instrument’s idiom. Also
in a production environment, with fast turn-arounds and tight deadlines, our
goal was to offer a variety of complete grooves, performed in the right feel
and form, especially because it can be challenging and time consuming
(not to mention frustrating) to get the proper feeling by sequencing
individually sampled instruments especially if you are less familiar with their
idiomatic grooves.
Great care was taken in choosing the right rhythms and grooves that match
contemporary production music and blend naturally with media (i.e., film,
TV, video games). The intention is to provide a Brazilian flavor from
instruments and grooves that can be easily integrated into most
productions.
We want to provide composers the experience of having an ensemble of
Brazilian session musicians right out of the box and the ability to build
simple or complex instrumentation and rhythmic varieties. This freedom
provides composers the finest Brazilian percussionists at their fingertips.
It’s important to note that the swing feel and dynamics of each
percussionist is interdependent upon the other percussionists. Therefore,
the ensemble of percussionists defines the distinct character of each
groove. So we offered ensemble recordings and the individual instruments
where we felt suitable.
The core sound of Rio Grooves! is based on the instrumentation usually
found in “Blocos,” which are percussion ensembles that provide
accompaniment to street Carnival parades in Rio. They often include
Surdo (Low drums), Caixa (Snare), and some sort of shaker (Ganzá, Rocar
or Xequerê) with extra instruments such as Cuica, Apito (whistle),
Pandeiro, Agogo, Reco-reco (guiro), and others.

RECORDING
The recording sessions took place in Rio between 2014 and 2016.
The recording path includes Neve, API and Manley preamps, as well as Antilope
clocking and other exquisite mixing gear (SSL, Universal Audio, Teletronics, etc.)
The microphones used for close miking were Electro-Voice RE-20, Sennheiser
MD-421, Shure SM-57, and Shure Beta 52.
The overhead microphones were a pair of Royer R-122. The room microphones
were a pair of Neumann M-149.

Trademarks here shown are property of their respective owners

THE INTERFACE
The buttons on the interface give you additional control over sound parameters,
as well as allowing the user to "drag and drop" a MIDI file into their DAW’s
sequence corresponding to the selected groove.

First from left is the Fixed Velocity button. When pressed, it will play every
sample activated at a fixed velocity value (set to 112), independently of the force
used on the keyboard.

The Microphone section gives the user a volume knob for each of the three
groups of microphones used including the close mics on each instrument, the
overhead mics, and the ambient room mics.

When the SYNC button is pressed, the groove patterns will be locked onto the
musical grid of the DAW's session while the transport is playing. If a user begins
to play a groove out of time with the grid, the SYNC feature will automatically
begin the groove to perfectly match the time and tempo of the grid, as if the loop
had started from the beginning of the bar. The OFFSET knob allows the user to
change the feel by offsetting the start point in either direction. The SYNC function
does not work without the transport playing and Kontakt set to External Sync.
The MIDI keys in the lowest octave automatically turn off SYNC because they
were programmed with SYNC off. This ensures they will sound as intended. The
SYNC function returns after releasing the last MIDI key. However, while the
transport is playing, the MIDI keys will be locked to the grid every 2 bars.

The lowest octave contains the MIDI Files. Each patch has preset patterns on
keys C0 to G0. These preset patterns serve as examples of the current rhythm,
as well as providing an intuitive, ready to use version of the rhythm as an
accompaniment or a starting point to build on. The text window displays the
name of the selected preset pattern and gives the user a MIDI file, which the user
can "drag and drop" from the text window to the DAW's session.

THE GROOVES
The patches included in this library can be divided into three main categories:
Instrument Grooves, Simple to Complex, and Song Form.
Instrument Grooves: In these patches, each instrument is mapped within its
own octave. The colors in the keys are associated with the instrument labels on
the Interface. Not every note in an octave has a zone assigned to it, which can
result in some white (unmapped) keys in some octaves.

Each key within the octave will play a different groove variation, allowing the user
to freely combine groove variations from each instrument group (e.g., pick one
Surdo pattern, combine with one Caixa pattern from the other octave, then add a
Triangle groove from the next octave, etc.). The user can take this approach as a
guideline, but experimentation can yield interesting results as well, like skipping
an instrument or even combining grooves of the same instrument within the same
octave.

Patches in this category are:
- Baião - a typical rhythm and dance from the Northeast of Brazil with a long
history of success in popular music, making it one of the most well known
Brazilian rhythms.

Surdo

Caixa

Triângulo

Ganzá

Pandeiro

- Capoeira - a traditional sport which is always accompanied by music, making
it very rhythmic and choreographed. Both the sport and the music have very
distinct roots in the African culture and originated from African slaves who
were brought over to Brazil by the European slave traders.

Atabaque

Pandeiro

Berimbau

- Galope – a name literally meaning ‘gallop,’ this fast-paced, hard driving
rhythm is both hypnotic and contagious.

Surdo

Caixa

Triângulo

Ganzá

Pandeiro

Tamborim

- Maculelê – a rhythm that accompanies the ethnic dance of the same name,
usually presented in an African Brazilian religious festivity.

Surdo

Caixa

Xequerê

Agogô

Reco-reco

- Maracatu – a traditional style from the state of Pernambuco, in Northeastern
Brazil. Usually accompanied by traditional dancing in Carnival parades.

Surdo

Caixa

Xequerê

Agogô

Triângulo

- Roda de Samba – a casual, more relaxed type of samba, usually played by a
smaller ensemble around the table at parties, barbecues, and festive social
gatherings.

Tantan

Pandeiro

Tamborim

Cuica

Ganzá

- Samba Funk - a mixture of funky soul with a samba feel and instrumentation.

Surdo

Caixa

Ganzá

Pandeiro

Tamborim

- Samba Reggae – a rhythm originated in the Carnival of Bahia, in northeastern
Brazil, where the “blocos” created a more laid back, slower tempo version of
samba, which can include a heavier use of low drums.

Surdo

Caixa

Xequerê

Pandeiro

Tamborim

- Telecoteco – a casual old school samba, usually played at lower tempos by a
small ensemble, with less emphasis on the low end. It’s a style most used in the
first half of the 20th century, a staple of the bar tables in the most bohemian
areas of old Rio.

Tamborim

Cuica

Pandeiro

Ganzá

- Velha Guarda – a classic, old school samba, as elegant and refined in its
sound as it is popular in its origin. Some of the most important historical samba
songs are made in this style.

Surdo

Tamborim

Reco-reco

Cuica

Agogo

Ganzá

- Xote – a dance with European origins with many variants throughout Brazil,
here we explore the Northeastern Xote, danced at parties called ''forró,'' where
many other rhythms are also played.

Surdo

Caixa

Triângulo

Tamborim

Song Form Patches
On these patches the C keys will play an ensemble of the core instruments in the
rhythm (Surdo and Caixa, plus Repinique for the Escola de Samba patches). The
remaining keys in the same octave are individual instrument grooves from the
separate instruments of the ensemble (Surdo, Caixa and Repinique), and
additional ones (Rocar and Tamborim) to be played separately or on top of them.
Those rhythms are very idiomatic and structured. Each octave corresponds to a
specific Song Section (Intro, breaks, fill, main groove, variations, etc.).

To make more it intuitive, LOCK TO GRID ensures the separate instrument
patterns in the same octave all start from the downbeat (Bar head). If any given
instrument pattern starts playing after the downbeat, they will play together as if
you played all or some of the keys for that Song form pattern at the same time.

Patches in this category are:

- Escola de Samba 1 - a replica of the complete, often complex, percussion
arrangements that the largest samba ensembles of the organized Carnival
parades and the traditional samba schools use when competing for the title of
Carnival champion.

-

Ensemble

Intro

Hits

Surdo

Ensemble

Ensemble

Surdo
Tamborim

Ensemble
Main

Surdo
Tamborim

Ensemble
Fill

Surdo
Tamborim

Caixa Rocar

Caixa Rocar

Caixa Rocar

Repinique

Repinique

Repinique

Caixa

Ending

Surdo
Tamborim
Rocar

Repinique

Caixa

Tamborim
Rocar

Repinique

The ensemble keys (C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5) are an ensemble of Surdo, Caixa
and Repinique performed at the same time to maintain the right feel and
dynamics.
On the following D, E and F there are the individual instrument grooves for a
given ensemble in that same octave (Surdo, Caixa and Repique respectively).
They can be played individually and on top of the ensemble to add extra punch.
On the G is the Rocar (Shaker) and the Tamborim is on the A and B keys. The B
keys are Tamborim variations and are not intended to be used together with the
A keys.
The Tamborim patterns are the less rigid of the Song form parts (e.g., Intro,
Fill…). They are inter-changeable with other song form parts allowing authentic
results.

- Escola de Samba 2 – A variation of the above. The same key mapping rules
apply from the patch above.

Ensemble

Ensemble

Ensemble
Intro

Surdo

Break

Surdo
Tamborim

Caixa Rocar
Repinique

Ensemble
Main 1

Surdo
Tamborim
Rocar

Repinique

Ensemble
Main 2

Surdo
Tamborim

Caixa Rocar
Repinique

Ending

Surdo
Tamborim

Caixa

Rocar

Repinique

Caixa

Tamborim
Rocar

Repinique

Note: This patch has an alternate Intro (Ensemble and Surdo) on C#1 and
D#1 respectively.

- Escola Maculelê - a version of the Maculelê rhythm adapted for the samba
school instrumentation.
Ensemble
Hits

Surdo

Ensemble
Main

Surdo

Ensemble
Variation

Surdo

Xequerê

Xequerê
Xequerê
Reco-reco
Reco-reco
Reco-reco
Agogo
Agogo
Agogo

The ensemble keys (C2, C3 and C4) are an ensemble of Surdo, Caixa and
Repinique performed at the same time. There are separate Surdo patterns from
the ensemble on each D key per octave.
The Xequerê (E), Agogo (F) and Reco-reco (G) are additional patterns for each
given Song form part.

Simple to Complex Patches
In these patches, the general complexity of the material increases along the
octaves (and not notes), so each subsequent color-coded octave yields an
increase in rhythmic complexity (usually a busier pattern and/or a new instrument
added to the ensemble). These are rhythms with a less rigid structure and
language. The label above the GUI keyboard reflects the increase and decrease
in complexity.

Perhaps an Intro is simple and builds up to more complexity in the Chorus of a
song, but depending on the arrangement of the music, one can use a Simple
pattern as the main groove, and a Complex pattern as an Intro.
Beyond the Simple/Complex octaves (to the right of the keyboard) there are
additional individual Instrument octaves that can be added to the grooves (an
instrument groove category). Their colored labels on the keyboard reflect the
corresponding instrument name in the interface.

Patches in this category are:
-

- Funk de Bloco 1 - a rhythm created by combining the groove of the
baile funk (popular dance parties, with music influenced by the Miami Bass
style, most of them taking place in the “favelas” - the slums of Rio) with the
street Carnival “blocos” samba.
Ensemble

Ensemble

Ensemble

Simple

Complex

Surdo

Surdo

Surdo

Caixa

Caixa

Pandeiro

Caixa
Agogo

Agogo

Reco-reco

Reco-reco

Pandeiro

Pandeiro

There is an extra octave containing Pandeiro grooves after the Song Sections
octaves in this patch.

- Funk de Bloco 2 – Similar to the rhythm above but in a faster version, more
suitable to a Carnival Parade style.

Ensemble

Ensemble

Ensemble

Ensemble

Ensemble

Ensemble

Complex

Simple

Ending

Surdo

Surdo
Caixa

Caixa
Tamborim
Rocar

Surdo
Caixa
Tamborim
Rocar

Pandeiro

Surdo

Surdo

Rocar
Pandeiro

Surdo

Caixa
Tamborim

Caixa
Tamborim

Rocar
Pandeiro

Caixa
Tamborim
Rocar

Pandeiro

Tamborim

- Ijexá – an African rhythm brought to Brazil by the Nigerian slaves, mostly
preserved in the Northeastern state of Bahia that is simple yet spellbinding.
Complex

Simple

Atabaque
Atabaque + Xequerê

Agogo

Atabaque + Xequerê + Reco-reco

- Jongo – an African-Brazilian rhythm and dance, with mostly rural origins, full
of religious symbols and widely considered to be one of the main influences in
the creation of samba.
Complex

Simple

Agogo

Atabaque

Palmas

Atabaque + Ganzá
Atabaque + Ganzá + Reco-reco

- Macumba – a generic term encompassing many African Brazilian religious
cults, with many different rhythm patterns known as “toques,” each one honoring
a specific spirit.
Complex

Simple

Atabaque
Atabaque + Xequerê

Palmas

Atabaque + Xequerê + Reco-reco

Reco-reco

Count-in

THE INSTRUMENTS
The following instruments were recorded:

Agogô – a metal instrument, usually made of 2 to 4 joined metal
cones with different pitches, played with a wooden stick. Some say it
might be the oldest instrument in the samba ensemble.

Apito – a samba whistle with two pitches, usually played in very fast
rhythmic phrases.

Atabaque – one of the main drums in the religious performance of
“Candomblé,’’ similar to the Cuban congas.

Berimbau – a single string instrument with its origin in Angola, but also
present in many other African countries. Quintessential accompaniment
to the “capoeira’’ sport.

Caixa – a samba snare drum, AKA “tarol,” played in many different
patterns, representing different neighborhoods and samba schools.

Cuíca – an instrument similar to a drum, with a rod attached to the
underside of its single drumhead, which the player rubs with a damp
cloth to produce sounds as high as a squeak and as low as a roar. It is
one of the most quirky and characteristic samba instruments, with
poorly documented African origins.

Ganzá – a samba shaker with cylinder shape, usually made of metal
and filled with grains, used in large number on samba school and bloco
ensembles.

Palmas - Handclaps, always present at festive gatherings.

Pandeiro - a shallow round drum with a single animal hide or nylon
drumhead and jingles around the rim, like those on a tambourine. The
Pandeiro is held with one hand and played with the other, and is one
of the most versatile Brazilian percussion instruments.

Reco-reco - similar to the Cuban guiro, except the samba recoreco is usually made of metal springs tightened over a metal box. It
is played by scraping a metal drumstick back and forth against the
textured surface of the springs.

Repinique - also known as Repique, it's a small, high pitched,
cylindrical metal drum with drumheads on both sides, played with
one bare hand and a wooden drumstick on the other hand. Probably
the closest thing to a soloist within the samba ensembles, it's often
used in intricate phrases on intros and fills.

Rocar - a large shaker held with two hands, with an open design
made of many rows of jingles, used in large numbers on samba
school and bloco ensembles

Surdo – similar to the floor tom of a drumkit, it's the lowest-pitched
and largest drum used on samba rhythm - the heart of the
ensemble, and the bears the greatest responsibility for keeping the
ensemble in time. Cylinder-shaped, with drumheads on both sides,
it is made of metal or wood and played with one bare hand and a
wooden drumstick with a large felt tip on the other hand.

Tamborim - not to be confused with the tambourine, this is a
small, metal high pitched shallow drum with a single drumhead,
held with one hand and played with a wooden or plastic drumstick
on the other hand. It is used in large numbers on samba
ensembles playing very fast, synchronized, and sometimes
intricate patterns.

Tantan - a mid-pitched, cylindrical or slightly funnel-shaped
drum, made of wood or metal, with a single drumhead. It's
usually played horizontally, with one hand playing the drumhead
and the other hitting the side of the drum. One of the most recent
samba instruments, it was conceived in the 70's as a smaller alternative to the
Surdo for low sound and timekeeping on more intimate ensembles like ''roda de
samba.”

Triângulo – a metal triangle played with a metal stick, used on some
rhythms of the Brazilian Northeast, particularly in the "forró" parties.

Xequerê – a traditional African shaker with a net of beads woven
around a large round dried fruit gourd.

A Note About Pattern Entrances:
The original form of the ensemble patterns is meant to be played by pressing the
desired keys at the same time. Therefore, depending on the rhythmic nature of
each pattern, some notes won’t start playing right away because that pattern has
a late start point to make it fall into the exact place when the keys are pressed
simultaneously. Thus, the user should not be alarmed if some keys don’t start
playing immediately. This can be changed by altering the start point of the
pattern, but understand that it will affect how the patterns fit together and detract
from the authenticity of the groove.

